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Influence of Ar and O 2 atmospheres on the Li atom concentration
in the plasma produced by laser ablation of LiNbO 3

F. J. Gordillo-Vázqueza) and C. N. Afonso
Instituto de Óptica, CSIC, Serrano 121, 28006 Madrid, Spain

~Received 15 May 2002; accepted 4 October 2002!

An analytic kinetic model is elaborated to determine the spatial evolution of the concentration of
ground and excited Li atoms~up to the 32D level! present in the plasma generated by pulsed laser
ablation of a LiNbO3 crystal in gas atmospheres~at 1 Torr! of different nature, both reactive (O2)
and inert~Ar!. Whereas the Li atom population densities in the plasma produced in gas are, in
general, higher than those found in vacuum, the concentration of ground Li atoms close to the
substrate is similar in vacuum and Ar, though lower than in O2. It is suggested that the reabsorption
of radiation by the plasma is more important within O2 than in Ar since the absorber~ground Li!
concentration is higher in O2 environments. A very reasonable qualitative agreement is found when
comparing the Li I-670.8 nm spectral line emission intensity predicted by the model with that
obtained experimentally in Ar and O2 atmospheres. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lithium niobate (LiNbO3) is a well-known material
with excellent nonlinear properties of interest for many a
plications in optoelectronics and photonics that normally
quire the production of high quality thin films.1,2 Although
the use of pulsed laser deposition~PLD! has proven to be
one of the most successful techniques in growing comp
oxide materials,3 the films deposited by ablation of LiNbO3
in vacuum or low pressure~,1 Torr! atmospheres are ofte
found to be Li deficient.4,5 However, when the growth is
carried out at a pressure of about 1 Torr, independently of
nature of the used ambient atmosphere~either inert, Ar, or
reactive, O2), the LiNbO3 films grow stoichiometrically.6

This latter result has been understood in the frame of
blast-wave model which accurately describes the plasma
pansion dynamics in a gas atmosphere at a sufficiently h
pressure.7,8 Under these conditions, the leading edge of
plasma pushes the gas environment ahead creating a
sient period in which the central region of the expand
plasma is at pressures lower than the surrounding gas.9 Thus,
slow or late ejected species from the same laser pulse w
be scattered towards the plasma center by collisions with
gas boundary, becoming focused towards the central pa
the plasma and the deposit.9

The objective of this work is to build a collisiona
radiative kinetic model of the nonequilibrium lithium-lik
plasma generated from the laser ablation of LiNbO3 targets
in gas environments at 1 Torr. The present model is a ge
alization of the one reported earlier,10 hereafter referred to a
article I, for laser-generated lithium-like plasmas in vacuu
which was based on a diagnostic method originally propo
by Suckewer11 and Kunc.12

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
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The comparison between the concentration of Li ato
predicted by the model under vacuum conditions and in
and O2 atmospheres at 1 Torr will provide:~i! quantitative
information on the spatial evolution of ground and excited
atom concentrations in vacuum, and in Ar and O2 atmo-
spheres at 1 Torr by simply introducing the previously
portedNe and Te values13,14 into the model equations,~ii !
qualitative agreement with the spatial evolution of availa
experimental emission intensities from excited Li atoms
Ar and O2 environments at 1 Torr, and~iii ! quantitative in-
formation on the relative loss and gain electron-impact r
coefficients contributing to, respectively, population and d
population of the different energy levels of Li atoms prese
in the laser-produced plasmas of interest here.

The results above could also be useful for improving
hydrodynamic models presently available for simulating
plasma plume expansion dynamics in different gas atm
spheres.

II. KINETIC MODEL

The plasmas typically found in PLD experiments are n
stationary but rather in transient conditions. However, w
the Ne and Te values commonly measured in the lase
produced plasmas during PLD of LiNbO3 in vacuum,13 these
transients are, in general, much longer than the relaxa
times of the different excited levels of Li atoms~see article I!
but, often, they are shorter than the relaxation times
ground state Li. However, for plasmas produced by las
with a pulse duration of several nanoseconds, as in our c
it happens to be that the relaxation time of electrons15 ~the
thermalization time! is much shorter than any characteris
time scale of the laser-produced plasma. The above con
erations also apply to the plasma produced after laser a
tion of LiNbO3 in Ar and O2 atmospheres at 1 Torr since th
measuredNe andTe are of the same order (;1016 cm23 and
;0.6–0.9 eV, respectively14! as those obtained in vacuum.13
il:
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Consequently, the time-dependent rate equations for calc
ing the concentration of the electrons in the transient plas
of interest here can be solved by assuming that electrons
in steady state. Therefore, we can study the kinetics dri
by electrons in our plasmas~produced in vacuum, Ar, and O2
environments! by applying a steady-state collisiona
radiative model not only to levelsi 52, 3, 4 and 5 but also to
the case of the plasma electrons. In consequence, the co
tration of ground Li atoms can be approximately deriv
from the rate equation for the plasma electrons.

A. Vacuum

The laser-generated plasma by ablation of a LiNb3

crystal in vacuum is mainly composed of Nb atoms, O
oms, O2 molecules, possibly some NbO and LiO molecu
and, due to its low ionization and excitation energy thre
olds, ground Li1 ions and Li atoms in their ground and se
eral excited levels. However, in this work we focused o
attention in the kinetics of Li atoms driven by electron-ato
collisions, which are the most probable processes underl
the observed emission pattern of Li.

In a plasma, where atom–atom inelastic collisions a
particle diffusion are neglected, the net production of exci
atoms can be determined by balancing all collisional a
radiative processes populating and depopulating each at
level. Thus, following article I, the net production rates of
atoms excited to thei th level can be obtained from th
steady-state balance given by equations

NLi ~ i !S (
j , i

Ai j k i j 1Ne(
j , i

Ri j D 5(
j , i

NeNLi ~ j !Cji ~1!

and the net production rate of plasma electrons can be
proximated by a steady-state ionization-recombination b
ance given by

NeNLi ~1!S1c
Li 5Ne

3bc1
Li , ~2!

whereNLi( i ),iÞ1 and NLi(1) are the population densities o
respectively, the excited and ground Li atoms, andNe and
N1'Ne are, respectively, the concentrations of electrons
of all the possible positive ions present in the plasma~not
only those of Li! in their ground energy level~for the sake of
simplicity, we have only considered ground state ions!; Cji is
the rate coefficient for electron-impact excitation of thei th
atomic level from the lower levelj; Ri j is the rate coefficient
for electron-impact de-excitation of leveli into a lower level
j; S1c

Li is the rate coefficient for ionizing collisions of an ele
tron with a Li atom in its ground level;bc1

Li is the rate coef-
ficient for three-body recombination leading to a ground
atom; Ai j is the transition probability for thei→ j ( i . j )
spontaneous emission, andk i j is a radiation escape factor fo
the radiation emitted in bound–bound transitions in
plasma which is optically thin (k i j 51) for all the dipole-
allowed radiative transitions considered in vacuum.

In order to study the kinetics of lithium atoms and ion
we need to consider their basic energy level structure.
show in Fig. 1 a diagram corresponding to the five low
energy levels~up to the 32D level corresponding to;4 eV!
of the Li atom including the continuum of energy~from 5.4
Downloaded 17 Dec 2003 to 161.111.20.5. Redistribution subject to AI
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eV!. The electric dipole-allowed transition probabilities16

and the statistical weights of the energy levels considered
also indicated in Fig. 1~see also Table I!.

The concentrations of the Li atoms excited to thei th
energy level~with i 52, 3, 4, 5! can be obtained from Eq.~1!
as

NLi ~ i !5
Ne( j , iNLi ~ j !Cji

( j , iAi j k i j 1Ne( j , iRi j
, ~3!

where only rate coefficients for collisional electronic excit
tions and de-excitations, and spontaneous emission are
quired.

From Eq.~2! it is straightforward to derive the groun
( i 51)-Li atom concentration in vacuum

NLi ~1!5
Ne

2bc1
Li

S1c
Li . ~4!

Concerning rate coefficients for the electron-impact e
citation and de-excitation processes, we use here the c
sional rate coefficients proposed by Kunc and Zgorzels17

for alkali metal atoms based on the classical bina
encounter theory by Gryzinski.18 The collisional rate coeffi-
cientCji is obtained by assuming a Maxwellian electron e
ergy distribution, and the principle of detailed balance
used to evaluate the corresponding electron-impact
excitation rate coefficientsRi j .

FIG. 1. Diagram of the lower energy levels for Li atoms. The arrows in
cate the dipole-allowed transitions.

TABLE I. Transition probabilitiesAi j ~in 107 s21) and corresponding wave
lengthsl i j ~in nm! for dipole-allowed transitions between the lower ele
tronic levels of Li atoms.

i→ j Transition Ai j (107 s21) l i j ~nm!

2→1 2 2P→2 2S 3.720 670.8
3→2 3 2S→2 2P 3.490 812.6
4→1 3 2P→2 2S 0.117 323.2
4→3 3 2P→3 2S 0.377 2687.7
5→2 3 2D→2 2P 7.160 610.3
5→4 3 2D→3 2P 0.000 381 27 949.0
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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On the other hand, the electron-impact ionization r
coefficient from the ground level of lithium,S1c

Li , is taken
from Drawin,19 while the three-body electron recombinatio
rate coefficient,bc1

Li , is deduced by applying the principle o
detailed balance. The reader is referred to article I for det
on the calculation procedure ofCji , Ri j , and S1c

Li , bc1
Li ,

together with that of the coefficientsl i j , gji that allow us to
evaluate the relative contribution of the different kine
mechanisms considered for populating (gji ) and de-
populating (l i j ) the ground and excited energy levels of
atoms.

B. Oxygen atmosphere

When an O2 environment at 1 Torr is used, we can st
use most of the assumptions made for the calculation of
concentration of Li atoms in the case of vacuum. In parti
lar, since we are not considering atom–atom collisions a
possible excitation channel of Li atoms~its efficiency is, in
general, much less than that of the electron-at
processes20,21!, we can keep Eq.~1! to evaluate the concen
tration of excited Li atoms. Apart from atom–atom col
sions, ion-atom collisions are also possible but of relativ
small importance in a first approximation. Reactions invo
ing negative ions are negligible because the electron af
ties of the neutrals~Li, Ar, Nb! are small and, in the case o
oxygen ~the most electronegative!, the reactions leading to
ground O2(2P) have small22 rate coefficients when com
pared to other electron-atom processes considered here17 In
addition, although, in general, symmetric charge-transfer
actions, that is, those between a neutral and its positive
(Li1 and Li, Ar1 and Ar, or O1 and O!, have relatively high
cross sections,23 we have not considered them because
concentrations of Ar1 and O1 are assumed small~they have
a high ionization energy!. The reaction between fast Li1 and
Li is quite possible but its cross section is roughly constan19

and similar in value~sometimes even smaller! to the other
electron-Li excitation and ionization cross sections, althou
the latter ones are more accurately known~both experimen-
tally and theoretically!. Therefore, due to the above consi
erations and in order to simplify the calculations, we can a
neglect in a first approach the charge-transfer reaction
tween Li1 and Li. On the other hand, the possible asymm
ric charge-transfer reactions, that is, those between the un
systems Li1 and Ar or Li1 and O, have a small cross sectio
(;10218 cm2 for the reaction between Li1 and Ar!,24 or
they have not been investigated very much~to the best of our
knowledge! which is the case of the collisions between L1

and O.
In order to evaluate the concentration of ground Li

oms, we need to re-define the steady-state balance equ
for the plasma electrons so that it includes ionization a
recombination of, respectively, oxygen atoms and ions si
both of them are presumably more abundant than any of
other components~Nb atoms or molecules of NbO, LiO!
from the ablated LiNbO3 target. The steady-state kinet
equation for the plasma electrons would now be
Downloaded 17 Dec 2003 to 161.111.20.5. Redistribution subject to AI
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dNe

dt
505NeNLi ~1!

O S1c
Li ~O!1Ne~NO~1!S1c

O 1NO~2!S2c
O !

2Ne
2NLi ~1 !

O bc1
Li ~O!2Ne

2NO~1 !~bc1
O 1bc2

O !, ~5!

whereNLi(1)
O , NO(1) andNO(2) stand for the population den

sities, in an O2 environment, of, respectively, ground Li a
oms, and O atoms in their ground and first excited state;
NLi( 1)

O and NO(1) are, respectively, the concentrations
lithium and oxygen ions in their ground state. Moreov
S1c

Li(O) and bc1
Li(O) represent, respectively, the ionization a

recombination rate coefficients of ground Li atoms and io
and they are calculated asS1c

Li andbc1
Li in article I. The mag-

nitudesS1c
O , S2c

O are the ionization rate coefficients from
respectively, oxygen atoms in their ground and first exci
state taken from Soon and Kunc,22 andbc1

O andbc2
O are the

rate coefficients for three-body recombination to, resp
tively, ground and first excited oxygen atoms which expr
sions are from Kunc and Soon.25

The concentration of ground Li atoms in a lase
generated plasma formed after the ablation of a LiNb3

crystal in 1 Torr of O2 is then deduced from Eq.~5!, that is,
from an electronically driven ionization-recombination ba
ance of the most abundant atoms and ions in the plas
Thus, we have that

NLi ~1!
O

>
0.6Ne

2bc1
Li 10.4Ne

2~bc1
O 1bc2

O !2NO~1!S1c
O 2NO~2!S2c

O

S1c
Li ~O! ,

~6!

where, considering on one side the reasonable expected
tive amounts of O and Li in the plasma and, on the oth
their corresponding ionization potentials, 5.4 eV for Li a
13.6 eV for O, we have assumed thatNLi( 1)

O 50.63Ne and
NO(1)50.43Ne , so that the plasma remains electrica
neutral. Therefore, the numbers 0.6 and 0.4@and 0.8 and 0.2
in Eq. ~9!# can simply be considered as ‘‘reasonable param-
eters.’’ We must note that the fact of changing the relativ
amounts of Li and O or Ar ions, that is, use, for example, 0
and 0.3 instead of the assigned numbers 0.6 and 0.4 in
case of using an O2 environment, hardly changes~maximum
7%! the final Li atom concentrations obtained with expre
sions~6! and~9!. The latter is a consequence of the fact th
NLi(1)

O and NLi(1)
Ar @see Eq.~9!# depend onlylinearly on, re-

spectively,NLi( 1)
O , NO(1) andNLi( 1)

Ar , NAr( 1) .
In order to use Eq.~6! we first need to determine th

concentration of oxygen atoms in their ground and first
cited state. These population densities are obtained by
suming that the electron properties (Ne andTe) in a parent
plasma~our laser-produced plasma! can be studied using a
kinetic model of an equivalent plasma which contains a m
ture of electrons, oxygen atoms, and ions under the s
physical conditions as the parent plasma un
consideration.22 This parent plasma usually contains seve
neutral components each consisting of one kind of atom
molecule but with a ‘‘basic’’ component, oxygen in our cas
with a concentration greater than 10% of all heavy partic
and where the ionization degree~h! of the plasma is greate
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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than 1023– 1022 so that the energy distribution of free ele
trons is close to a Maxwellian distribution. If the total de
sity (NT) of the heavy particles in such plasmas is less th
approximately 1018 cm23, then the impact of inelastic colli
sions of the oxygen atoms with the other heavy particles
the distribution of the electronic energies of the atoms can
neglected when compared to the impact of the inelastic
lisions of the electrons and photons with oxygen atoms.

The conditions summarized above are generally acc
plished at theTe and Ne values measured in the lase
generated plasmas found in PLD experiments of LiNb3

thin films performed in 1 Torr of O2 .14 Consequently, as it is
shown in Fig. 2, in order to deriveNO(1) andNO(2) we can
now use an equivalent atomic oxygen plasma containing
O1, and electrons@O2 is probably very much dissociate
due to its relatively low dissociation energy~;5.1 eV!# in-
stead of the original parent plasma containing a comp
mixture of ablated species from the target~Li, Nb, O, LiO,
NbO, O2, Li1, Nb1, O1, e2) plus the more abundant oxy
gen species from the O2 environment (O,O2 ,O1,e2).

Therefore, since we have measurements of the sp
evolution of Ne and Te in our laser-produced paren
plasma,14 we can introduce them in the collisional-radiativ
model for atomic oxygen proposed by Soon and Kunc22 to
estimate the ground and excited state concentrations of
gen atoms in our parent plasma. According to this model,
populations of the three lower energy levels of an oxyg
atom almost always follow a Boltzmann distribution wi
NO(1)>0.903NO whereNO is the total amount~ground and
excited! of oxygen atoms in the plasma~see Fig. 6 of Ref.
22!. Assuming a gas temperature of 300 K and since ther
an oxygen pressure of 1 Torr (NO53.2231016 cm23) in the
ablation chamber, we haveNO(1)52.931016 cm23 and

NO~2!5
5

9
NO~1!e

2~E22E1!/KTe and NO~3!

5
1

9
NO~1!e

2~E32E1!/KTe, ~7!

whereE150 eV, E251.97 eV, andE354.19 eV are the en-
ergies corresponding to the ground, first, and second exc
energy levels of oxygen atoms, respectively.

FIG. 2. Diagram representing the conditions under which the laser-prod
‘‘parent’’ plasma can be substituted by an equivalent plasma to estimate
concentration of oxygen atoms in their ground and two lower (i 52,3) ex-
cited states.
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C. Argon atmosphere

In order to evaluate the concentration of excited Li
oms when using 1 Torr of Ar we can also use expression~1!.
However, we reformulate the kinetic equation controlling t
generation of plasma electrons so as to include the influe
of electron ionization of Ar atoms together with the thre
body and radiative recombination of Ar ions. Thus, we ha
that

dNe

dt
505NeNLi ~1!

Ar S1c
Li ~Ar!1NeNAr~1!S1c

Ar2Ne
2NLi ~1 !

Ar bc1
Li ~Ar!

2NeNAr~1 !~Nebc1
Ar1Ac1

e f~Ar!!, ~8!

whereNLi(1)
Ar andNAr(1) stand for the population densities, i

1 Torr of Ar, of, respectively, the ground Li atoms, an
ground Ar atoms; andNLi( 1)

Ar and NAr( 1) are, respectively,
the concentrations of positive lithium and argon ions in th
ground state;S1c

Ar , bc1
Ar andAc1

e f(Ar) are the ionization, three
body recombination, and radiative recombination rate coe
cients of ground Ar atoms and ions, respectively, and th
are taken from Braun and Kunc.26 In addition, S1c

Li(Ar) and
bc1

Li(Ar) represent, respectively, the ionization and three-bo
recombination rate coefficients of ground Li atoms and po
tive ions, and are calculated as in article I.

The concentration of ground Li atoms in a lase
generated plasma formed after the ablation of a LiNbO3 tar-
get in an atmosphere of Ar at 1 Torr is then straightforwa
derived from Eq.~8! as

NLi ~1!
Ar >

0.8Ne
2bc1

Li ~Ar!10.2Ne
2bc1

Ar10.2NeAc1
e f~Ar!2NAr~1!S1c

Ar

S1c
Li ~Ar! ,

~9!

where, considering on one side the reasonable rela
amount of Ar and Li in the plasma and, on the other, th
corresponding ionization potentials, 5.4 eV for Li and 15
eV for Ar, we have assumed thatNLi( 1)

Ar 50.83Ne and
NAr( 1)50.23Ne , so that the plasma keeps its electrical ne
trality. Also, assuming a gas temperature of 300 K and, si
there is an Ar pressure of 1 Torr (NAr53.2231016 cm23) in
the ablation chamber and Ar is difficult to excite~its first
excited levels is 11.6 eV above the ground state!, we can
approximately assume thatNAr(1)>NAr53.2231016 cm23.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we will describe and discuss the ma
predictions from the kinetic model presented, as well as th
comparison with some experimental results available fr
studies of the plasma produced by laser ablation of a LiNb3

crystal in gas atmospheres of O2 and Ar at 1 Torr where
stoichiometric LiNbO3 are obtained.

The model proposed in this work gives us the conc
tration of Li atoms excited or de-excited by the plasma el
trons. In vacuum, these kinetically produced Li atoms cor
spond to most of the Li reaching the growing LiNbO3 film
since the delayed release~2–20 ms after the laser pulse! Li
atoms, detected in absorption spectroscopy experimen27

ed
he
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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expand within a broader solid angle and thus contribute v
little to maintain the stoichiometry of Li along the directio
perpendicular to the LiNbO3 target.

On the other hand, emission spectroscopy experime
also performed in vacuum conditions, reveal that the ti
evolution of the electron density (Ne) in the plasma has a
maximum at around 0.3 or 0.4ms after the laser pulse an
that, after 2 ms, the Ne has decreased to much small
values.13 This suggests that:~a! the delayed Li atoms canno
be electronically activated because of the different ti
scales of electrons and delayed Li atoms, and~b! that the
electrons in the plasma primarily come from the target and
from ionization events of the nondelayed release ablated
cies~mainly Li due its low ionization potential!. These non-
delayed release Li atoms in the plasma are then kinetic
excited and ionized by electron collisions, and a signific
part of them reach the substrate although not in the pro
tion needed to keep the stoichiometry of the target.

However, when a gas environment of O2 and Ar at 1
Torr is used, the slow or late ejected Li atoms from the sa
laser pulse~but 2–300ms after it, as in the case of ga
atmospheres of Ar and O2

28! would contribute to the sto
ichiometric growth of LiNbO3 thin films,20,29 due to the par-
ticular expansion dynamics of the plasma.9 In this case, the
emitting species are mainly located at the plasma edge.

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the predicted spatial evolu
tion ~at a laser fluence of 1.2 J cm22! of the concentrations o
ground Li atoms and of their first excited level~the concen-
tration of the upper levels follow similar trends! under the
influence of a gas atmosphere (O2 and Ar at 1 Torr! and in
vacuum. As the electron density increases~see Ref. 14!, the
Li ions in the plasma recombine to ground Li and, con
quently, their concentration tends to grow@see Fig. 3~a!#;
however, the behavior of the concentration of ground Li

FIG. 3. Predicted population densities for Li atoms in their~a! ground,
NLi(1) , and~b! first excited level,NLi(2) , as a function of the distance from
the target in vacuum~j! and in 1 Torr of Ar ~s! and O2 ~n!. The laser
fluence is 1.2 J cm22. The solid lines are a guide for the eye.
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oms always represents a more complex balance betwee
different ionization and recombination trends of Li, O, a
Ar atoms and their ions.

A straightforward result from Fig. 3 is the fact that th
concentrations of ground and excited Li atoms obtain
within Ar and O2 environments are, in general, higher than
vacuum. Moreover, whereas the population density
~ground and excited! Li atoms found in O2 is always higher
than in Ar, the concentrations of excited Li atoms in vacuu
and close~2–5 mm! to the target are slightly higher than i
Ar.

Figure 4 represents the calculated concentrations
ground and excited~up to leveli 55) Li atoms at 7 mm from
the target. A remarkable feature in Fig. 4 is the fact that
concentrations of levelsi 53, i 54, and i 55 are inverted,
that is,NLi(5).NLi(4).NLi(3) . The latter happens since, a
cording to our model, the ratiog i5Gi /Li as defined in ar-
ticle I ~balance between gain,Gi , and loss,Li , electron
kinetic mechanisms for populating or depopulating a parti
lar level i! remains practically constant as the distance to
target is increased for the five energy levels of Li conside
and it is higher fori 55 (g551.33) andi 54 (g450.75)
than for i 53 (g350.36). The constant values ofg i are di-
rectly connected to the fact that the available spatial m
surements of the electron temperature, in vacuum and O2 and
Ar atmospheres, are approximately constant and sim
within experimental error.13,14

The measured and calculated maxima of the emiss
intensity associated with the 670.8 nm line from the exci
Li atoms in Ar and O2 environments~at 1 Torr! are shown,
respectively, in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! as a function of the dis-
tance to the target.

In order to understand the results shown in Figs. 5~a! and
5~b! we have to consider, on one hand, that the maximum
the line intensities plotted corresponds to the emission fr
level i 52, that is, from the first excited level of Li atoms t
ground statei 51. On the other hand, that the emission i
tensity of the 2→1 spectral line in a homogeneous plasm
~which is assumed here as our case! is I 21

5hn21 A21 NLi(2) k21, where hn21>1.9 eV is the energy
gap between levelsi 52 andi 51, A21 is the Einstein emis-
sion probability,NLi(2) is the concentration of Li atoms ex
cited to level i 52, and k21 is the radiation escape facto
controlling the amount of radiation that is reabsorbed in

FIG. 4. Predicted population densities for Li atoms in their ground,NLi(1) ,
and upper excited levels (i 52,3,4,5) at 7 mm from the target in vacuum~j!
and in 1 Torr of Ar~s! and O2 ~n!. The laser fluence is 1.2 J cm22. The
solid lines are a guide for the eye.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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plasma~for k2150 all the radiation is reabsorbed and f
k2151 all the radiation from this radiative transition leav
the plasma!.

Figure 5~a! shows the spatial evolution of the measur
I 21

Exp in O2 and Ar, both exhibit a maximum peaking around
and 6 mm, respectively. These peaks almost coincide w
the maxima of the spatial profiles ofNe determined in O2
and Ar atmospheres under the same conditions~see Fig. 1 of
Ref. 14!. However, when looking at Fig. 3~b! we have ob-
tained thatNLi(2) in Ar is lower than in O2, which, since
level i 52 is electronically excited from ground Li (i 51), is
consistent with the fact thatNe is lower in Ar than in O2 as
reported in a previous work.14 This might suggest that, con
trary to the experimental result shown in Fig. 5~a!, the inten-
sities predicted by the present kinetic model would be s
that I 21

Theo(Ar) is lower thanI 21
Theo(O2). The latter, however, is

not that straightforward since we first would need to prope
evaluate the radiation escape factork21 in the laser-produced
plasma in vacuum and under the action of O2 and Ar atmo-
spheres at 1 Torr. This is a not trivial issue since, rigurou
speaking, it would require solving the radiative transp
problem in a transient and nonuniform plasma. However
the first-order approximation, the escape factors can
treated as constants and, in a more realistic case, they de
on plasma conditions. For example, it is found that the a
ity of the plasma to reabsorb the dipole-allowed lines
creases monotonally with the plasma density when the re
sorption involves the lowest energy levels of the emiti
atom as absorbers,22 which are usually the most populate
ones.

We have assumed thatk2151 in vacuum and in Ar since
the ground Li atom density is quite similar in both cas

FIG. 5. Spatial evolution of~a! the experimental values of the maximum o
the emission intensity (I 21

Exp) corresponding to the dipole-allowed radiativ
transition 2→1 ~670.8 nm! in Li I, and ~b! the calculated emission intensit
(I 21

Theo) from the present model. The measurements and calculations
performed for a laser fluence of 1.2 J cm22 and in 1 Torr of Ar~s! and O2

~n!. The solid lines are a guide for the eye.
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However, for an O2 environment, we have assumed th
k21>0.5 since hereNLi(1) is almost twice~except close to
the target! its value in vacuum and Ar and, consequently, t
ability of the ground level of Li to reabsorb the radiatio
from the 2→1 transition is more important in O2 than in Ar
or vacuum. Following the above considerations, theI 21

Theocal-
culated with our model is plotted in Fig. 5~b! where we can
clearly see a qualitative agreement when comparing with
experimental value shown in Fig. 5~a!.

Finally, we have obtained that, for Ar and O2 environ-
ments, both the relative loss,l i j @see Eq.~20! in article I#,
and gain rate coefficients,gji @Eq. ~21! in article I# remain
almost constant, as in vacuum, as we go away from the
get. Figure 6 represents the partial contribution of each
these electron-atom rate coefficients to the population
depopulation of the considered energy levels of Li atoms.
can be seen in Fig. 6~a!, the collisional excitation and de
excitation processes from, respectively, level 4–5, and 5
are the same and they are the most important for popula
and depopulating these two upper energy levels. In addit

re

FIG. 6. Most relevant electron-impact kinetic mechanisms responsible
~a! populating (gj ,i) and depopulating (l i , j ) levels i 51, 4, 5, and~b! popu-
lating (gj ,i) and depopulating (l i , j ) levels i 52, 3 of Li atoms in the laser-
generated plasma after ablation of a LiNbO3 crystal in vacuum~without
superscript!, and in atmospheres of Ar and O2 at 1 Torr. The numerical
intervals in some (gj ,i)

Ar,O and (l i , j )
Ar,O correspond to their variation with

distance as we go away from the target.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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whereas collisional de-excitation mechanisms from level
~;60%! and 3~;32%, ;33%→34% in Ar, ;32%→34%
in O2) are responsible for populating the ground level of
atoms, collisional excitation~;98%! from level 1 to level 2
is the main mechanism for depopulating the ground lev
Regarding Fig. 6~b!, we see that collisional de-excitatio
from levels 4~;33%! and 5~;64%! are the principal popu-
lating mechanisms of level 3, while collisional excitation
levels 4~;20%! and 5~;55%! together with de-excitation
processes to level 2~;25%! are the most important depopu
lating mechanisms of level 3. Moreover, the collisional d
excitation ~;85%! from level 3 is the principal populating
process for level 2, while its collisional decay~;65%,
66%→68% in Ar, ;63%→70% in O2) to the ground level
and collisional excitation~;27%, ;25% in Ar, ;28%
→23% in O2) to level 3 are the main kinetic mechanism
depopulating level 2.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the spatial electron kinetics of the n
equilibrium plasma generated by laser ablation of a LiNb3

crystal under the influence of Ar and O2 atmospheres at 1
Torr. The results obtained have been compared with th
previously reported in vacuum. An analytic quasistation
kinetic model for studying the laser-generated plasma
allowed us to predict the spatial behavior of the concen
tion of ground and excited Li atoms in Ar and O2, as well as
the underlying electron collisional excitation and d
excitation mechanisms leading to the predicted Li populat
densities which are always higher in O2 than in Ar and
vacuum. The model considered here uses as input param
the experimental values of theNe andTe previously obtained
from optical ~atomic! emission measurements. In additio
the predicted emission intensity from level 2 to 1 of
agrees reasonably well with its experimental value in Ar a
O2. It is found that, in the latter case, the reabsorption
radiation by the plasma is more important since the abso
~ground Li! concentration is higher in O2 atmospheres.
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